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Map marker poketch app diamond

Here are 16 best answers to How do you get or open a marking map in Pokemon Diamond? - the most relevant comments and solutions are submitted by Users ChaCha, Wiki.answers.com and Yahoo! Replies. Question asked by Mark 143 on June 13, 2007 Last updated: June 13, 2007How do you use the Pokewatch Map Marking app? TRACK | Reportsee
ANSWERS Share community content is available in the CC-BY-SA section unless otherwise stated. FlagView StoryThrever you get near the start of the game is an interesting device. Using the bottom, otherwise unused screen on your Nintendo DS handheld, Poketch will allow you to use a variety of tools while wandering around Sinnoh. Some of these tools,
like the device itself, are a must-buy and therefore impossible to miss on your pursuit. Other tools called in-game apps are pretty easy to miss and puts forward a certain amount of looking about. fortunately for you, the IGN guides you've covered. There are nineteen apps for Poketch in the game. Once you've received your device in Jubillife, you can start
finding them. Refer to the list below (which appears alphabetically) to find all nineteen. You will find descriptions and specific directions on each! Enjoy! Analog watch purchased: In the southwest end of Celeste Town, you'll find a house populated by a lonely person and a Pokemon. If you talk to a person (a boy in kung fu gear), he'll pass the Analog Clock app
for your Poketch.Function: You'll get an analog watch well into a game where you'll almost certainly be more accustomed to using the more user-friendly Digital Watch app. Just like its digital cousin, analog watch represents time, not by chance, but in line with the setting of your custom Nintendo DS division. Of course, time is important in Pokemon Diamond
and Pearl, so it's an app that has its use. Naturally, the digital clock is much friendlier to use. Berry Finder Purchased: The self-proclaimed Berry Master has a home on Route 208. Go to his house and talk not with him, but with another woman inside. If you answer her question in the affirmative, this application will be your prize. Feature: Berries are interesting
items that usually remain on the periphery in the game ... that is, if you do not look for them. If you grab this extra app for your Poketch, you'll be able to do just that. Berry Finder will allow you to find ripe berries ready to be picked up anywhere sinnoh with the appropriate graphics. So get planted, you farmer you are! You have berries to cultivate! Calculator
purchased: automatic (when Poketch was purchased in Jubileif). Feature: Calculator, when used in conjunction with your key-punching stylus, will allow you to work out any basic equation your free bank calculator can (or whatever). Use it to figure out how much money you're going to spend on shopping trip to determine how many more still the points you
need for your Pokemon to align, or for any other problem related to the number. Toss coins purchased: Once you have access to Route 213 and can use HM for rock climbing skill, you'll be able to capture this app. Head to route 213 and head to the resort area near the middle. Once searched around, you'll find an area where you can use Rock Climb to go
down to another isolated house below. Go to the house to find a young couple inside. The couple's husband, left, will hand over the Poketch app when you talk to him. Function: Coin toss is an image of a coin on a table. When you press the coin with your stylus, the coin will automatically turn over. Heads are represented, assume Magikarp, while the empty
side is likely to be tails. If you use this with anyone to make a fair decision, as the couple who gives you the app offers, you should definitely clarify which one before using this novelty. Day Care Checker Purchased: If you decide to use day care services in the city of Solaceon, it's a simple app to purchase. Just drop off your first Pokemon for day care in the
city and then leave the building heading back inside afterwards. Talk to an old man in the building when you walk back and he'll pass on that program. Feature: If you use day care services without this app, your life will be much harder. This special Poketch program allows you to check the condition of two Pokémon that you can have on day care in the city of
Solacheon at any given time. Since they are leveled based on how many steps you've taken since they were dropped (relevant to their level when logging in), you can review that by simply using this app rather than traveling all the way to Solaceon Town and then removing Pokémon from day care to see how they advanced. Digital clock purchased:
automatically (when Poketch is purchased in Jubilelife). Feature: The Digital Clock app is a pretty useful app for Poketch that will give you time. Of course, the time displayed is not arbitrary; it's based on setting up your Nintendo DS division. Taking into account Pokemon Diamond/Pearl uses real time in many aspects of the game, this is an important
application. Luckily, you can't miss it. Dowsing Machine Purchased: When you arrive on Route 207, you'll be talking to a character named Dawn. It will hand over the Dowsing machine (in conjunction with another item) before it goes its way. Feature: This app has a strange name, but it's extremely practical and useful if you decide to use it. At first, this can get
confused because the screen really is only X and Y axis. Grab your stylus and its place in addition; on the screen, you'll see that it was If there is an item in your area, it will display it. You can go capture the item, or continue searching if necessary. Friendship Checker acquired: Head to the city of Eterna and quickly make for a Pokémon center in the city.
When you go inside, you'll see a young woman standing in front of the counter. Talk to her and she'll pass on this program. Feature: Friendship Checker is an interesting app that gives you vague results. It should tell you how much your Pokemon loves you, but it's a little hard to read. Basically, when you rest your stylus over one of the six Pokémon in your
party (which, for some reason, move nonstoolly), hearts will appear. Based on the number and size of hearts that appear, you will be able to tell how much this particular Pokemon loves you. Link Searcher Purchased: Like map marking and memo Pad, search links can be purchased, talk to the president at Poketch headquarters in Jubileif. If you have the first
five badges of the game - a charcoal icon, a forest badge, a cobblestone icon, a hairdryer icon and a relic icon - it will pass on a search for links when you talk to it. Remember! - it is located in front of the counter on the right side of the first floor. Feature: Searching for links if you have a working wireless connection and DS that functions online (as they should),
will allow you to find anyone in your wireless range. You can search union room, Underground and Coliseum (as well as something called Other Links). Mildly useful, but because of the nature of the online features of this game, you will be more wanted than not to know if your friends are ready to go! List purchased: automatically (when Poketch is purchased
in Jubilelife). Feature: The list is really just an app that shows the rudimentary graphics of six Pokémon currently in your party and a bar with the estimated health they currently have. Honestly, it's ugly and not very useful, but luckily it's given to you automatically when you get your Poketch... so even to finish there, no search is required! Map marking
purchased: Just like the Memo Pad, Map Marking can be purchased by heading to the city of Jubilelife and heading to Poketch headquarters. The president will be on the right side of the first floor, in front of the counter. You'll need a charcoal badge, a forest badge and a cobblestone badge in order for it to split it, however. Feature: The marking map is an
interesting Poketch app that displays a Sinnoh map on the device. However, there are six markers that can be used on the map to mark specific areas that you can find important for one reason or another... in other words, you can use this map to mark sinnoh parts that are important and should be remembered for some future use. Six characters: circle, star,
square, triangle, heart and diamond. Use them by the way, and mark this map! Memo Pad Purchased: Once you get the first game icon (coal icon), head to Poketch headquarters on the end of the city of Jubileif. When you enter, work your way into the right side of the ground floor room you find yourself and talk to the person on the counter. If you have a
charcoal badge, it will gladly pass memo pad.Function: Just as it sounds, Memo Pad will allow you to take a short note or two if you need to memorize something in the game (or otherwise, we assume). You'll need to use the DS stylus in order to use memo pad efficiently, and you can also use your stylus to erase the screen whenever and where needed by
simply going to the eraser on the right side of the Poketch. Move the checker purchased: Like a few apps you've probably already purchased (if you want to get this one, anyway), The Move Checker is at Poketch headquarters at the northern end of jubilife. Once there, head to the right side of the main floor and talk to the president standing in front of the
counter. If you have seven of the eight game badges - a charcoal badge, a forest badge, a cobblestone icon, a hairdryer badge, a relic badge, a mine badge and an icicle badge - he'll pass the application when you talk to him. Feature: Gait checking is an extremely useful program that lets you check how well certain types of move work against others. Unlike
many other semi-useful or completely useless applications, the checker should be used frequently. The exclamation marks on the left side of the app screen are a real point of interest - the more exclamation marks that appear, the more effective the move against the set of gait is. Pedometer purchased: automatically (when Poketch is purchased in Jubilelife).
Feature: Interested in how many steps you've taken in the game? Well, pedometer is definitely an app for you. Whether or not the pedometer is your active program at any given time, it will still count your steps so you can check how much you've done when you want. Here at IGN Guides, we found the pedometer particularly interesting in reference to
Pokemon Day Care – our two Pokémon there at any given time will be aligned solely based on how many steps you've taken! Pokémon story acquired: go to the southern entrance to the city of Solaceon. You'll see a man wandering in there with a fantasy to go out on, complete with a hat. Talk to him and he'll give you this program. Feature: The Pokémon
History screen will give you access to the last twelve Pokémon you've captured by showing you your photo. You can't reconsider any specifics, however, making this application more novelty than anything practical. Shutdowns will want to capture it, of course, but those who capture only useful programs may want to pass it on. Random counter acquired:
Veilstone City is a big locale with a giant, five-story department store, the pride of the city. If you head to a department store and climb to the floor, you can grab this app by talking to one of the women you come across there. It is located on the second floor, behind the counter. There are three girls behind the counter, but the one we want to talk to is the
southernmost of them all. Feature: One of the most useless apps for Poketch, The Counter (which we've dubbed Random for Good Reasons) lets you count whatever you want by clicking on the bottom screen with your stylus for each number counted. The fact that this program is useful to us absolutely, positively have no idea. style=widith: 20%; textalign:
centered: vertical alignment: in the middle; background color: rgb(47, 70, 150); rowspan=2 | Calender Purchased: It can be accessed in a sunny-colored city somewhere. I don't remember where. Sorry... Sorry...
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